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B.C.B. Matchless Fire Set



B.C.B. Matchless Fire Set



The B.C.B. Matchless Fire Set is a light weight and compact set, it appears to be mend as a backup fire starting kit. To make fire with, without matches. If used properly it's claimed to outlast a box of matches. It's contents are put in a small tin, which is taped shut. I first bought one of these kits many years ago, when i mine interest of survival and bushcraft was just starting. Actually when I bought it, I though it was a PSK. Until I opened the package, that's because I bought one with French/German packaging. I was and I still am very bad with those 2 languages.



Size comparison Left firesteel, middle the matchless fire set and right a altoid tin. I recently found one discounted to just 50 euro cents! Identical to the one I bought many years ago. Reviewed here is that old model.



The Contents are: Ranger Firelighting Flint (Ferrocerium rod with striker) Esbit blocks (hexamine) Compressed cotton wool Tape to close the tin



Now-days there are 2 versions available; a "Normal" and a "NATO" version. The "normal" version has a plastic container and less tinder than the other "NATO" version. The "NATO" version has a metal container and more tinder.



The tin opened. Firesteel for size comparison
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B.C.B. Matchless Fire Set



The tin with the contents The idea of this kit is to light fire's with the supplied Ferrocerium rod; the Ranger Firelighting Flint. You should always try to find some natural tinder to use first. If you can not find good tinder, you can use some of the cotton wool. If you don't have good kindling either you have the esbit to get the fire started. Making fire lighting possible in many conditions.



When I first bought it I tried to use the ranger flint, it was my first Ferrocerium rod, so I had a lot to learn. They weren't marketed as well, they weren't easily available and good detailed information was hard to find. First tries to light cotton wool was disastrous. It wouldn't light. I was sitting and try to throw sparks 30cm away from the tinder. I only noticed what i was doing wrong when i was trying to light tinder on the kitchen sink while standing, it would light! But why? Distance! I now know that you have to put you Ferrocerium rod as closely, if not in to the pile of tinder. Pretty logical, since sparks cools down very rapidly. But nobody told me that...



I have had loads and loads of Ferrocerium rods after mine first one. I have both the old and new model of the ranger flint, they perform just as well. The newer model is overall slightly shorter, but the rod is just as long. The rod on the newer one can be scrapper further deeper than the old one, increasing the lifespan of the rod. They are harder to master when compared to Ferrocerium rods from the brand Firesteel. The Ranger Firelighting Flint will not easily light harder kinds of tinder easily like dried grass, paper or scrapped fatwood.



After figuring out that, lighting good tinder was easy. The supplied cotton wool is compressed in to a square shaped, but without plastic packaging. Not sure what the newer model have, on the manufacture website you can see tampons on there picture. No waterproofing of the cotton wasn't a really big problem. Yes, wet cotton is pretty useless and some plastic wouldn't hurt. But the tin is sealed with tape to give it good water resistance. Just tape it properly shut after opening it. The tape on mine was a little brittle, but it's pretty old tape. Looks like electrician tape, but thicker.



The Esbit is stored in a small zip-loc bag. The newer one's appears to have blister type of packaging, but I'm not sure. Mine has 6 rectangular piece of esbit. Each can be broken in the middle to double the amount of blocks. They can not be lighted by sparks directly. Some people say that scrapping some of the esbit will create some powder that will light from sparks, but I never tried that. I usually use some cotton wool to light esbit. Mine old model tin has sharp edges and i managed to cut my finger open once. But the newer model seems to have rounded edges.



Conclusion: Want a simple system that will light fire in most conditions? This kit will do it, but i personally would prefer
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B.C.B. Matchless Fire Set better tinder than plain cotton wool. Petroleum jelly infused cotton wool will burn much longer and there are also good commercially tinder's available. Also i would like to see more means to light a fire. The price of the "normal" version is +/- 6 pounds, which is OK. But the NATO version is +/- 11 pounds, you could make your own version for about the same amount of money or even less. I carry a big variety of tinder's and fire lighting equipment when I go in to the wilderness. I would NOT recommend having only this kit as your only mean to light fire. If this kit fails you, you will have a problem. Remember Murphy's rules: one is not, two is one.



manufacture website here



Any additions or corrections will be posted on the comment section below.
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Set Fire To The Rain Alto Sax Melody - Saxophones 
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CODE LEG SET/ SET PATAS 

Acabados / Finish / Finitions: SegÃºn tarifa vigente / As per valid pricelist / Selon le tarif en vigueur. Normas / Regulations / Normes: UNE 56865, UNE 56866, ...
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Fire ball 

Fire ball. Square, 20 cm at least. Download on passionorigami.com. Strongly inspired by the hair of the Green Man by Nick ROBINSON ...
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Fire Sleeve 

technical standard orders, TSO-C53a, TSO-C75 and. TSO-C140, that apply to the manufacture of hoses. ... (Iv) typE D: Fire-resistant â€œhighâ€� temperature hose.
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Fire safety.pdf 

If you spray Halon into the air, it disap- pears almost ... no need to spray the Halon. As the Environ- ... made to be installed in the entire tank, save for cutouts for ...
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SET-UP SHEET set-up sheet xrayxb8 

SHOCK SPACER. FRONT CAMBER. +. -. -. + mm mm. ACKERMANN. POSITION. 3 2 1. FRONT UPPER. ARM POSITION. F1. F3 F4. WING MOUNTING. SERVO.
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2 Set 

The Canon Speedlite 320EX is a multi-feature flash unit for Canon EOS cameras. It works automatically with E-TTL II and E-TTL autoflash systems. It can be used as an on-camera flash that attaches to the hot shoe of the camera or as part of a wireless
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Sandcastle Set 
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2 Set 

LED light (p.23). Remote control transmitter (p.39). Shoe. Case. 320EX mini stand. (p.35). Mini stand pocket. Mounting foot (p.9). Locking pin. (p.9). Contacts. COPY ..... mini stand and position the flash. â—‹ Use the horizontal bounce ...... modelo
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NorTextExtraFontCharacter Set 

a8b a8b hjj 16 jjk hjj 16 jjk. fSWING. fSWING. lLATIN. lLATIN t t. vCODA. vCODA w SAX w SAX o2 o2. pC. pC. ^_2__C_H_O_R_U_S}. ^_2_ _C_H_O_R_U_S} ...
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ready, set, safety ready, set, safety 

1 ISSUE 3 www.allstarcheermag.com. 38 .... that level? Age-appropriate material doesn't stop with the cheer- leader. ... ent: by getting the youngsters in early, training them according ..... places 5th in a competition at Level 4, then .... ed,â€� L
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creating a platinum lifestyle set your mind on fire english edition dbid qglx 
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set patas 

Sonia S.A se reserva el derecho de realizar cualquier cambio sin previo aviso. Sonia S.A has the right to make changes without notice. Sonia S.A se rÃ©serve le ...
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COVER OF PVI-3.8_4.6-I-OUTD BCB.00052.1 copia 

contrôle) est requise pour démarrer la séquence de connexion de grille de ..... rotation dans le port de batterie jusqu'à ce qu'il se trouve dans la bonne position. Fig. ..... IGBT Sat (sat. transistor bipolaire à porte isolée) ... (journal uniquemen
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UNIVERSAL FIRE RATED DOWNLIGHTS 

IMPORTANT Do not use with granular, loose fill or blown fibre insulation materials as this will get into the body of the luminaire .... NEUTRE â€“ (bleu) Ã  la borne N.
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fire engines dbid 6175 
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Kindle Fire HD Teardown 

14 sept. 2016 - Broadcom BCM2076 multifonction IC avec Monolithic GPS et GLONASS AGPS, Bluetooth 4.0 et rÃ©cepteur FM / Ã©metteur.. Wolfson WM8962E ...
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Fire On The Mountain 

10 nov. 2014 - Wizard of Oz Right, Heel Switches, Wizard of Oz Left, Heel Switches. & 1 – 2. Step left beside right. Step right diagonally forward right. Cross left ...
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prince of fire pdf 

Ministers Of The United Kingdom Margaret Thatcher Winston Churchill Prime Minister Of The U,. Principles Of Home Decoration, Print Out Blank Act Answer ...
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UNIVERSAL FIRE RATED DOWNLIGHTS 

Lorsque vous utilisez des lampes halogènes, optez uniquement pour des lampes à réflecteur en aluminium. N'utilisez pas le système avec des lampes dichroïques à faisceau froid. La surface éclairée la plus proche doit se situer à au moins 0,5 m de la p
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Southeastern University Fire OFFENSE 

16 sept. 2017 - 6-6, 315, R-So. 50 Jeff Kennedy. 6-7, 250, R-So. RG- 76 Cody McGahee. 6-2, 303, R-Sr. 78 Dylan Green. 6-3, 295, So. C- 57 Miguel Perera Jr.
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fire rated downlights 

They are suitable for installation in locations containing a bath or shower, as defined by the National Wiring Regulations, Zones 1 & 2 where water jets are likely.
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FIRE RATED DOWNLIGHTS 

This luminaire is for indoor use only - DO NOT install into new plaster or damp areas. ... IP65 rated luminaires are protected against dust and jets of water.
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elysium fire dbid 2fn 
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